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T

his book, completed in early 2002 and published
in 2003,focuses on the contributions of the Netherlands National Research Programme on the
topic of global environmental change as influenced by
land-use change, and places their work in a global
context. This group has been a leader in this research
area; therefore, this book is an internationally valuable reference source.
The text is segmented into eight chapters that are
written by one or more authors. Chapter 1 gives an
overview of the topics of land use and global environmental change.Among its important summaries is the
large fraction of the Earth's land surface that has been
altered by human activities. Concurrent with land
surface changeshave been human disturbances to the
global geochemical cycles, including the well-mixed
greenhouse gases(CO2, CH2, N2O), but also a variety
of other chemical species and effects, such as nitro-

"weak coupling" with biogeochemical and soil
chemicalprocesses,
which theystateis important on
"very long time scales:one to severalhundreds of
years."As shownby Lu etal. (2001),
for example,using a coupledatmo--

sphere-ecologicalmodeling system,
these feedbacks can occur on
monthly and shortertime scales,at
leastin grasslands.
Chapter 5 focuseson terrestrial
carbonsources.Sincethe researchers who coauthor this chapter are
world-recognized leaders on this
subject,the textis a veryinformative
current summaryof the glob~lcarbon budgetas influencedby land-surfaceprocesses.
Chapter6 extendsthe discussionof budgetsto the
hydrologic cycle,including the effectof land-surface
changes,suchasdeforestationand reforestation.One
gen deposition.
commentis that the authorsseparatethe terms "cliChapters 2 and 3 discuss the multidimensional
character of land-use change, including micro- and mate" and "hydrology,"when-as they clearlydemonstratein chapter4- hydrologicalprocesses
are an
macro-level analyses. The modeling of land-use
change is discussed, including economic and other integral componentof climate.
A studyof the role of land in West Africa, with a
forcings of land-use change. This chapter is particufocus
on food security,is provided in chapter7. Unlarly valuable for atmospheric scientists,hydrologists,
fortunately,part of the chapterreliestoo heavily on
and ecologists who want to learn more about the important role of land-use change on the climate system. generalcirculation model resultsaspredictions (out
Chapter 3 also discussespolicies to mitigate climate to 2050),rather than a more comprehensiveassessmentof vulnerabilityof WestAfrica to the entirespecchange through land use. One issue I have with this
trum of climaterisks to food. Nonetheless,
if one insection is the lack of discussion of how the mitigation process itself can feed back to alter the water and terprets these results as sensitivity analyses,the
energy budget of the atmosphere, as discussed in chapterprovides important insight into the climate
risksthat facethe food supplyin this region.Thegenchapter 4.
Chapter 4 introduces the very important concept eral topic of food securityin this chapteris very informative and will help educatethe reader on the
that the Earth's land cover and vegetation interact
within the climate system across diverse space and complexityof this topic.
The final chapterdiscussesthe useof renewable
time scales.This topic is very well overviewed in this
chapter, including a discussion of land-use change energysources.This sectionprovidesan interesting
summaryof energysupply on a global scaleand for
effects in the Amazon and in the Sahel region of Africa. One disagreement I have is their conclusion of the Netherlands.
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